
Re5dEIV-Heyden 

Outcome D, Benchmark 3 

Speech Rubric 

 

Student Name: ________________________________________Topic:___________________________________  

 

Organization           __________/20 

 -Introduction (definition+background+Thesis) and Conclusion Elements (Impact/future implications) 

-Transitions (follow Transitions sheet on Student Shared Drive) from one main idea to the next  

-Topic sentences-used to introduce new supports, connect to the Thesis Statement, DO NOT include  

quotes or (5 points each-Introduction-Conclusion-Transitions-Topic Sentences) 

 

Analysis/Argument          __________/40 
 -Analysis is clearly based around the Thesis Statement and arguing that main point (5 points) 

 -Analysis is well-thought through (beyond surface-level) and logical (utilizes logos)  (10 points) 

-Appropriate use of FIVE outside articles/sources to help support claims (5 points) 

-Textual Supports-EMBED and CITE quotes, explain significance, clarify connection to topic sentence and 

thesis, analysis is thorough and not just summarizing the quote  (10 points) 

**DON’T say, “This quote shows…” “My first quote says…”, “A quote I found…” “One of my   

quotes” 

OFFER SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM (10 points) 

 -Analysis of why this problem has local, national, or global repercussions 

 -Explanation of options-Where can we go from here? What can society do to cease the issue? 

 -Closing sentence 

 

Length Requirement          __________/15 
 -Presentation is between 5-7 minutes (for every 20 seconds over/under 5 or 7 minutes -2) 

 -If uses video clips, presentation does not go over 8 minutes (clip does NOT count toward 5 minute mark) 

 

Presentation Elements         __________/40 

 Visual Aid- Visual aid consists of a Title Page, Thesis Page, and Content, and Solutions (5 points) 

          (while you might have images for Content/Solution, should still be related to what you are   

        discussing)  

- Words are spelled correctly, presentation is neat and colorful 

 Preparation-Speaker is obviously prepared and takes presentation seriously (2 points) 

           -Speaker uses notecards while presenting (5 points) 

Body Language-Maintains eye contact for majority of presentation (5 points) 

      -Does NOT fidget throughout presentation 

 Voice-Speaks clearly and at an appropriate volume (4 points) 

                           -Uses strong voice modulation (does not use monotone voice) (2 points) 

-Really tries to persuade the audience about the point (PASSIONATELY) (5 points) 

-Speaks with energy and enthusiasm about the topic 

 Vocabulary-All words are pronounced correctly (2 points) 

 Pauses/Flow-Pauses are effective. No awkward pauses. No overuse/underuse dramatic pauses 

  -Smooth flow and even pace    (4 points) 

 Avoids Fillers-Does not use “um, er, uh, like, you know” etc.  (6 points:-2 per filler overused) 

  

 

 

Total: _________________/115 


